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The syntactic metatheory of type theory comprises several components, which
are brutally intertwined in the dependent case: closed canonicity, normalization,
decidability of type checking, and initiality (soundness and completeness). While
these standard results play a scientific role in type theory essentially analogous
to that of cut elimination in structural proof theory, they have historically been
very difficult to obtain and scale using purely syntactic methods. The purpose of
this lecture is to explain a more abstract and tractable methodology for obtaining
these results: generalized algebraic theories and categorical gluing.



Introduction

Type theory is not any specific artifact, to be found in the “great book of type
theories”, but is instead a tradition of scientific practice which is bent toward pro-
viding useful language for mathematical construction, and nurturing the dualities
of the abstract and the concrete, and of syntax and semantics. Syntax itself is an
exercise in brutality, and to study it in the concrete for too long is a form of in-
tellectual suicide — as we will see in the following sections, the concrete view of
syntax offers dozens of unforced choices, each of which is exceedingly painful to
develop in a precise way.

If that is the case, what is it that type theorists are doing? How do we tell if our
ideas are correct, or mere formalistic deviations? In structural proof theory, the
practice of cut elimination separates the wheat from the chaff (Girard,The Blind
Spot: Lectures on Logic); type theorists, on the other hand, do not have a single
answer to this question, but pay careful attention to a number of (individually
defeasible) syntactic properties which experience has shown to be important in
practice:

1. Sound and complete interpretation into a suitable category of models (“initial-
ity”).

2. Canonicity for closed terms of base type: every term of a base type which has
no free variables is definitionally equal to a constant.1 1 Viewing type theory as a logic, one obtains

consistency as a corollary of canonicity.
3. Normalization for open terms: associating to every definitional equivalence

class a canonical representative, drawn from a domain for which equality is
discrete or trivially decidable.2 2 An immediate corollary is the decidability

of definitional equality.
4. Decidability of the typing relation.3 3 Sometimes it is said that the decidability

of typing is a corollary of decidability of
definitional equality, but this is only the case
when the syntax is highly annotated.

Unfortunately, in the case of dependent type theory, these properties are in-
tertwined in a very painful way. The existence of interpretations of the raw syntax
of type theory (as it usually appears, in a minimally annotated form) into models
usually cannot be obtained except for as a corollary of a normalization theorem.
But normalization theorems themselves are most perspicuously obtained as a
corollary of the initiality of the syntactic model!

There is therefore a serious bootstrapping issue; type theorists have histori-
cally dealt with it by developing the syntax of type theory in a very concrete way,
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and then proving an even more appalling normalization theorem for this syntax,
unable to exploit any algebraic abstractions. In these notes, we advocate a dif-
ferent approach, in which type theory is first developed in a way that guarantees
automatically a suitable category of models with an initial object, which can be
obtained from a highly-annotated version of the syntax of type theory.

Then, abstract and scalable categorical methods (principally categorical gluing)
can be used to prove properties (2–4); these results then justify the development
of an “elementary” version of the syntax of type theory, with fewer annotations
and coercions,4 operationalizing a coherent elaboration from the elementary 4 One might call this syntax the “Type

Theory of the Book”; contrary to popular
belief, it is quite rare to work with this style
of type theory in a precise way.

syntax to the abstract (annotated) syntax.

Syntax of type theory in the concrete

The syntax of type theory is sometimes presented by first enumerating the pre-
terms (often fixing an “infinite collection of variables”A), defining a capture-
avoiding substitution operation [M/x ]N by recursion on raw terms, and finally
quotienting under injective renamings of bound variables, resulting in a notion of
α -invariant pre-term.5 After this, judgments which express well-formedness and

5 Since 1984, Martin-Löf has preferred
an abstract presentation of raw syntax
which abstracts variable binding, but many
authors have persisted in fixing this infinite
collection of variables at the start, and
imposing the binding discipline later. We
start from this very concrete perspective
mostly for the sake of illustrating the
incorrect ideas which most working type
theorists have repudiated.

definitional equality in each syntactic category (at least contexts, types and terms)
are declared, and defined inductively using an informal “inference rule” notation.
In most presentations, these judgments and rules are specified as ranging over the
α -invariant pre-terms.

Generating pre-syntax

Consider the type-theoretic contexts Γ. The set PreCtxΘ of pre-contexts binding
the names inΘ is characterized by the following rules:6 ,7 6 Each syntactic sort X is equipped with a

function FV : X → P (A) which projects
the free variables from a pre-term; this is
more technical than it sounds, because it is
defined simultaneously with the pre-terms
themselves.
7 Following Hofmann (“Syntax and Se-
mantics of Dependent Types”), we make
the questionable decision of requiring all
variables declarations in a context to be
distinct; this is in contrast with all concrete
implementations of type theory, in which
there is no problem with variable shadowing.
However, prior to passing to a more abstract
version of syntax (which we will do later),
it is unclear how to cleanly lift this strange
restriction.

· ∈ PreCtx�

Γ ∈ PreCtxΘ A ∈ PreTy FV(A) ⊆ Θ x < Γ

Γ,x : A ∈ PreCtxΘ∪{x }

Notation. We will write PreTyΘ for the subset {A ∈ PreTy | FV(A) ⊆ Θ}.
Now, if the set PreTy of pre-types can be defined without mentioning PreCtx,

then the pre-contexts can be defined as the least family of sets closed under these
rules; but in general, the inductive definition of the pre-terms of all the sorts must
be given simultaneously.8 After this inductive definition has been completed,

8 Indeed, while it is often possible to define
the pre-types and pre-elements indepen-
dently of pre-contexts, we will see that this is
a damaging assumption in practice.

renaming and substitution operations are defined by recursion on the pre-terms.
Because the syntax of type theory includes variable binding, it is highly error-
prone to define renaming and substitution; an illustrative case is the following,
which avoids incorrectly capturing a “bound” variable:

[N/x ](λy.M) =
λy.[N/x ]M if x ≡ y
λy.M if x . y

Thought 1. If it were not for binding of variables, substitution and renaming
would be a trivial matter of textual replacement.
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α -invariant pre-syntax

Using the renaming operation above, the pre-syntax is quotiented under the
renaming of bound variables; we do not dwell on the details, but simply observe
that λx .x(y) ∼α λz.z(y) but λx .x(y) ≁α λx .x(w). The result is called the
α -invariant pre-syntax, and it is then shown to enjoy a restricted version of the
induction principle of the pre-syntax.9

9 Making the induction principles of α -
invariant pre-syntax precise is highly
technical; when variable names are drawn
from some infinite collection A, these
notions can be made sense of using the
machinery of nominal sets (Pitts,Nominal
Sets: Names and Symmetry in Computer
Science).

Well-formedness and definitional equality

Which of the α -invariant pre-contexts, α -invariant pre-types, etc. are well-
formed? And when are they definitionally equal? These questions are resolved
by simultaneously defining several families of relations in an inductive way, ranging
over α -invariant pre-terms:10 10 Definitional equality of contexts is

sometimes omitted from and sometimes
included in presentations of type theory.CtxΘ ⊆ PreCtxΘ/∼α (contexts)

TyΘ ⊆ PreCtxΘ/∼α × PreTyΘ/∼α (types)

EqTyΘ ⊆ PreCtxΘ/∼α × (PreTyΘ/∼α )
2 (equal types)

ElΘ ⊆ PreCtxΘ/∼α × PreTyΘ/∼α × PreElΘ/∼α (elements)

EqElΘ ⊆ PreCtxΘ/∼α × PreTyΘ/∼α × (PreElΘ/∼α )2 (equal elements)

Next, a mountain of crucial closure conditions are established for all of these
relations; a few (but not nearly all) of these closure conditions are written below:

(Type presupposition) If (Γ,A) ∈ TyΘ, then Γ ∈ CtxΘ.

(Type equality presupposition) If (Γ, (A0,A1)) ∈ EqTyΘ, then both (Γ,Ai ) ∈
TyΘ.

(Type equivalence relation) Each fiber EqTyΘ(Γ,−) restricts to an equivalence
relation on TyΘ.

(Element presupposition) If (Γ,A,M) ∈ ElΘ, then (Γ,A) ∈ TyΘ.

(Element equality presupposition) If (Γ,A, (M0,M1)) ∈ ElΘ, then both
(Γ,A,Mi ) ∈ ElΘ.

(Conversion) If (Γ, (A0,A1)) ∈ EqTyΘ, then each fiber El(Γ,A0,−) ⊆
El(Γ,A1,−).

(Type Weakening) If (Γ,B) ∈ TyΘ and (Γ . . .∆,A) ∈ TyΘ′ and x < Θ, then
((Γ,x : B . . .∆),A) ∈ TyΘ′∪{x } .

(Type Substitution) If (Γ,B,N ) ∈ ElΘ and ((Γ,x : B . . .∆),A) ∈ TyΘ′ , then
(Γ . . . [N/x ]∆, [N/x ]A) ∈ TyΘ′\{x } .

There are numerous other closure conditions which must be established,
which we omit here. In different presentations of type theory, these closure
conditions can be realized as either derivable rules or as admissible rules.11 11 A derivable rule is one which can be ob-

tained by repeated application of generating
rules; an admissible rule is any closure condi-
tion which holds of the relation associated to
the inductive definition of the rules. As such,
every derivable rule is admissible, but not
the other way around.
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Model theory

Once the syntax of type theory has been defined in this way, it is necessary to
verify that it generates a category of models and homomorphisms, for which it is
sound and complete. In modern language, this is to say that an initial object in the
category of models and homomorphisms can be obtained from the syntax of type
theory itself. This is highly technical, and is almost never worked out in full detail;
the main example of such a result appears in Streicher (Semantics of TypeTheory:
Correctness, Completeness, and Independence Results), but many details are left out.

Towards abstract syntax for type theory

The definitions of the pre-syntax, the α -invariant pre-syntax, and then the judg-
ments of type theory are extremely technical. Defining them in a precise and rig-
orous way, if done in the style of the previous section, can easily take hundreds of
pages of “morally obvious” but technically defeasible and fragile development—
all of which is essentially impossible to check.

While some logicians and mathematicians have historically preferred this very
concrete style, perhaps because it is familiar from the way that propositional and
first-order logic are taught to undergraduates, type theorists have been forced
to seek more abstract methods for defining their objects of study. Defining the
syntax was already nearly intractable using the concrete style, and more difficult
results such as completeness, canonicity, and normalization are essentially out of
reach without the introduction of more abstract tools.

In these lectures, I am teaching just one of the optimal ways to present type
theories abstractly, but I caution the reader against mistakenly assuming that
other superior ways will not be obtained, or that there are not already reasonable
alternatives.

Abstract treatment of binding and variables Some of the most subtle and unsat-
isfactory aspects of the syntax of type theory have to do with variable binding;
substitution and renaming are highly technical, and it is practically impossible
to work directly with α -equivalence classes in a precise way without introducing
extremely technical machinery such as nominal sets (Pitts,Nominal Sets: Names
and Symmetry in Computer Science).

An alternative to dealing with these technical issues is to use a more canon-
ical representation of variable binding, in which variables are not drawn from
an infinite collection of namesA, but are instead written as “pointers” to their
binding site (De Bruijn indices). This approach is often characterized as being
“more abstract” than using names, but I stress that it is in fact far more concrete
in a certain sense: syntax, properly construed, is a language of certain graphs, in
which back-edges indicate the binding site of variable nodes.12 12 Rather than thinking of De Bruijn indices

as a technical device to obtain canonical
representatives of α -equivalence classes, it
is better to think of syntax with names as a
technical device to obtain readable linear
notation for term graphs!

While it is very hard to develop type theory in a precise way in the presence of
variable names, it is extremely easy to translate back and forth between variable
names and De Bruijn indices, even supporting things like name shadowing effort-
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lessly. Therefore, De Bruijn indices are a superior primitive, and variable names
are explained through a trivial elaboration of concrete syntax to abstract syntax.

Explicit substitutions The next change that most type theorists immediately
make when passing to the abstract is to delete the notion of substitution and
renaming on pre-terms, and instead include a new sort Γ → ∆ for simultane-
ous substitutions, and new generators and equations in each sort for applying
them. Equational laws are imposed which commute substitutionsγ past the
constructors of type theory; for instance, one adds rules like (M,N )[γ ] =

(M[γ ],N [γ ]).13 In the presence of explicit substitutions, it is possible to use a

13 It is well-known that themost naïve
rewriting theory for λ-calculi with explicit
substitutions is not confluent (Curien,
Hardin, and Lévy, “Confluence Properties
of Weak and Strong Calculi of Explicit
Substitutions”). The ship of confluent
rewriting, however, had already set sail
the moment η-laws for dependent sum
types were taken as standard; however, if
η-laws are omitted, the appropriate confluent
rewriting system is easily obtained using a
very slight modification of the generators for
substitutions (ibid.).

simpler treatment of De Bruijn variables, in which the only generator is for the
“last” variable in the context, and the others are obtained through explicit weaken-
ings (which are instances of the explicit substitution discipline).

Explicit substitutions are often used in concrete implementations of type
theory, so explaining these directly brings the metatheory of type theories closer
to concrete applications. It is, however, a common mistake to think that the
explicit substitutions are beneficial mostly in regard to implementation, or worse,
that they are an instance of conflating the concrete with the abstract. Adding
explicit substitutions to the syntax of type theory is primarily useful for the
following reasons:

1. With explicit substitutions, it becomes possible to consider a version of the
syntax of type theory which has no pre-terms. This is a massive improvement,
and can save dozens of pages of work that had previously been required to
develop each individual type theory.

2. The categories of models and homomorphisms generated by type theories
defined with explicit substitutions are more restricted than otherwise, ruling
out certain pathological models which express nothing but downsides; with
implicit substitution, it is possible to consider categories of models in which
only the initialmodel is required to enjoy substitution, whereas others may
not.14

14 An example of a semantic type theory
which fails to have general substitution is
Nuprl’s Computational TypeTheory (CTT),
a consequence of the non-standard pointwise
functionality employed in the interpretation
of the type-theoretic judgments (Kopylov,
“TypeTheoretical Foundations for Data
Structures, Classes and Objects”; Angiuli,
“Computational Semantics of Cartesian
Cubical TypeTheory”).
Categorical models, like locally Carte-

sian closed categories, also fail to model
substitutions directly, for a quite different
reason; this is easy to “fix” using simple
strictification (Lumsdaine and Warren, “The
Local Universes Model: An Overlooked Co-
herence Construction for Dependent Type
Theories”; Hofmann, “On the interpretation
of type theory in locally cartesian closed
categories”).

3. It becomes possible to compare weak type theory and strict type theory within
the same discipline, as in Curien (“Substitution Up to Isomorphism”) and
Curien, Garner, and Hofmann (“Revisiting the categorical interpretation of
dependent type theory”)

Closure conditions and annotations Consider the closure conditions of the form
“If (Γ,A) ∈ TyΘ then Γ ∈ CtxΘ”; these are very subtle and bureaucratic
to prove, and if the designer of a type theory is not careful, they may actually
turn out to be impossible or extremely difficult to prove prior to establishing a
normalization result — and, of course, normalization results are very difficult to
obtain prior to establishing such closure conditions!

Establishing conversion principles (ifA,B are equal types, then they have the
same elements, etc.) is also subtle; in most cases, these must be added directly as
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generating rules in the inductive definition, but sometimes they are admissible;
choosing generators is, therefore, a bit of a black art. Zooming out, it is rather silly
to deal with all these bureaucratic issues, because at a high level we want to define
the following:

1. A collection of contexts, identified up to definitional equality.

2. A family of collections of types relative to contexts, identified up to defini-
tional equality.

3. A family of collections of elements, relative to types, relative to contexts,
identified up to definitional equality.

The difficulty of the above is to see that such a definition is in fact inductive:
proving that a specific thing written in this style is well-defined will amount to
re-staging the definition with pre-terms and complicated closure conditions, as
above — so it seems like little is gained. Is there a way out?

In fact, it is possible to do all of this bureaucratic work just once for an ex-
tremely simple type theory without variable binding, and obtain from that a
discipline that can be used to define extremely complicated type theories (which
of course have binding structure) with very little effort. This discipline is called
generalized algebra.

Generalized algebraic theories

Generalized algebraic theories are a notion of first-order algebraic theory (i.e.
algebraic theory without binding) which has sorts that depend on terms;15 15 These are very similar to, and interchange-

able in practice with, essentially algebraic
theories, in which operations can be partially
defined.

depending on whom you ask, equations can be imposed between only terms
(Taylor, Practical Foundations of Mathematics),16 or between both sorts and terms

16 Because sorts depend on terms, sort
equality is still required— but one can
forbid generating equations between sorts.

(Cartmell, “Generalised Algebraic Theories and Contextual Categories”). For the
sake of simplicity, we will focus on the latter notion, in which sort equations can
be imposed.

The main benefit of generalized algebraic theories (GATs) is that each signa-
ture automatically gives rise to a category of algebras and homomorphisms, in
a functorial way relative to (the opposite of) a category of generalized algebraic
signatures and translations; the restrictions of categories of algebras induced
by translations of signatures always have left adjoints, establishing the existence
of free algebras for each theory. Moreover, these free algebras coincide with the
Lindenbaum-Tarski algebras constructed directly out of the raw syntax of GATs.

This constitutes a general initiality theorem for the entire class of languages
which can be defined in a generalized algebraic way, which includes all type the-
ories which are of mathematical interest, subject to some terms and conditions17

17 What one must swallow is a brutal anno-
tation regime: if type theory is formulated
in a generalized algebraic style, operations
are annotated by every premise of their for-
mation rule! Furthermore, subtyping is not
directly supported; this is in fact desirable,
since at the semantic level, one wishes to
consider models of subtyping via coercions
(often coherent).

— not only “Book” Homotopy Type Theory (Univalent Foundations Program,
Homotopy TypeTheory: Univalent Foundations of Mathematics), but also more
exotic type theories, such as cubical type theory (Cohen et al., “Cubical Type
Theory: a constructive interpretation of the univalence axiom”; Angiuli et al.,
“Syntax and Models of Cartesian Cubical Type Theory”).
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Generalized algebraic theories do not support object-level binding operators
directly; instead, we give the syntax of type theory with explicit substitutions and
a generic variable, simulating variable binding in a way that is very close to both
semantics and concrete implementation.

We will not dwell on the technical details of how generalized algebraic theories
and their universal algebra are developed: instead, we will learn from practice to work
informally with these theories, in the next chapter.





Algebraic TypeTheory

This section contains joint work with Daniel Gratzer. We rely heavily on notions devel-
oped in Kaposi, Kovács, andThorsten Altenkirch (“Constructing Quotient Inductive-
inductive Types”) in the context of quotient inductive-inductive types (QIITs), a
modernized presentation of generalized algebraic theories.

We will define a version of Martin-Löf ’s type theory in a generalized algebraic
way, supporting a single universe of small types; it is very easy to extend our
construction to an entire (algebraic) cumulative hierarchy of universes, which is
explained in a paper under preparation.

Generalized algebraic theories

A generalized algebraic theory is defined by a collection of generating rules for sort
operator formation, term operator formation, sort equality, and term equality;
now, whether an extension to T by a rule is well-defined depends on the entire
language generated by T.

(premises) Φ,Ψ F · | Φ, x : A

(instantiations) φ,ψ F · | φ,M /x

(kinds) K,L F sort | A

(terms) M ,N F x | op(ψ )
(sorts) A,B F op(ψ )

(rules) R , S F [op : Ψ −→ K] | [Ψ ⊢ M = N : K]
(theories) T F � | T,R

Figure 1: The grammar of generalized
algebraic theory. Metavariables x stand for
premises of inference rules.

All the syntactic categories of Figure 1 come equipped with meta-substitution
actions for instantiations φ; for instance φ∗M is the meta-substitution of the term
M by the instantiation φ. We do not dwell on the details of meta-substitution, re-
marking only that (followingThought 1) it is easy to define as textual substitution
due to the lack of binding structure.

Below we summarize the judgments and rules for forming GATs and their
terms; we have not been totally fastidious about including every necessary rule,
since we are more interested in cultivating informal intuition.
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T theory

“T is a theory”

T theory

T theory R ruleT

T,R theory

R ruleT

T theory

“R is a well-formed rule in T”

Ψ premisesT op < T Ψ ⊢T K kind

[op : Ψ −→ K] ruleT

Ψ premisesT Ψ ⊢T K kind Ψ ⊢T M : K Ψ ⊢T N : K

[Ψ ⊢ M = N : K] ruleT

Ψ premisesT

T theory

“Ψ are well-formed premises in theory T”

· premisesT

Ψ premisesT x < Ψ Ψ ⊢T A : sort

Ψ, x : A premisesT

Ψ ⊢T K kind

Ψ premisesT

“K is a well-formed kind under premisesΨ”

Ψ ⊢T L = K kind

Ψ ⊢T L kind Ψ ⊢T K kind

“L andK are equal kinds”

T theory Ψ premisesT
Ψ ⊢T sort kind

T theory Ψ premisesT Ψ ⊢T A : sort

Ψ ⊢T A kind

T theory Ψ premisesT Ψ ⊢T A = B : sort

Ψ ⊢T A = B kind
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Ψ ⊢T M : K

Ψ ⊢T K kind

“M is a term of kindK”

Ψ ⊢T M = N : K

Ψ ⊢T M : K Ψ ⊢T N : K

“M and N are equal terms of kindK”

[op : Φ −→ K] ∈ T Ψ ⊢T φ : Φ

Ψ ⊢T op(φ) : K
Ψ ⊢T L = K kind Ψ ⊢T M : L

Ψ ⊢T M : K

Φ ⊢T M : K Ψ ⊢T φ : Φ

Ψ ⊢T ψ ∗M : φ∗K

Ψ ⊢T L = K kind Ψ ⊢T M = N : L

Ψ ⊢T M = N : K

[Φ ⊢ M = N : K] ∈ T Ψ ⊢T φ : Φ

Ψ ⊢T φ∗M = φ∗N : φ∗K

Ψ ⊢T φ : Φ

Ψ premisesT Φ premisesT

“φ is an instantiationΦ in contextΨ”

Ψ ⊢T φ = φ ′ : Φ

Ψ ⊢T φ : Φ Ψ ⊢T φ ′ : Φ

“φ and φ ′ are equal instantiations ofΦ in contextΨ”

Ψ ⊢T · : ·
Ψ ⊢T φ : Φ Ψ ⊢T M : φ∗A

Ψ ⊢T (φ,M /x) : Φ, x : A

Notation for theories

As a warm-up, we will begin to define the generalized algebraic theory of (strict)
categories:

�, [ob : · −→ K], [hom : (·, s : ob(·), t : ob(·)) −→ sort],
[id : (·, x : ob(·)) −→ hom(·, x/s, x/t)],
[cmp : (·, x : ob(·), y : ob(·), z : ob(·), g : hom(·, y/s, z/t), f : hom(·, x/s, y/t)) −→ hom(·, x/s, z/t)],
[·, x : ob(·), y : ob(·), f : hom(·, x/s, y/t) ⊢ cmp(·, x/x, x/y, y/z, f/g, id(·, x/x)/f) = f : hom(·, x/s, y/t)],
. . .

We have not got very far, but already the notation is too gruesome to continue.
For this reason, we adopt an informal notation for writing the generating rules of a
generalized algebraic theory:18 18 Observe how these rules look very similar

to ordinary inference rules, except that they
are very constrained: their premises must all
take the form of non-repeated declarations
x : A , etc.ob : sort

ob
∆,Γ : ob

∆ → Γ : sort
hom

Γ : ob

idΓ : Γ → Γ

id

Ξ,∆,Γ : ob γ : ∆ → Γ δ : Ξ → ∆

γ ◦ δ : Ξ → Γ

cmp ∆,Γ : ob γ : ∆ → Γ

idΓ ◦ γ = γ : ∆ → Γ

=
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∆,Γ : ob γ : ∆ → Γ

γ ◦ id∆ = γ : ∆ → Γ

=

H,Ξ,∆,Γ : ob ξ : H → Ξ δ : Ξ → ∆ γ : ∆ → Γ

(γ ◦ δ) ◦ ξ = γ ◦ (δ ◦ ξ ) : H → Γ

=

Algebras for a generalized algebraic theory

We do not dwell on the technicalities of algebras for a theory, but only remark
that it works intuitively: a closed sort A is interpreted as a set, and a term of sort
A is interpreted as an element of that set; a dependent sort x : A ⊢T B : sort
is interpreted as a family of sets indexed in the set assigned to A , etc. The model
theory of GATs is still underdeveloped: only set-theoretic models are considered,
and while a functorial semantics is claimed in Cartmell (“Generalised Algebraic
Theories and Contextual Categories”), it has not been developed in a precise way.
We will be constructing algebras for generalized algebraic theories in an informal
way only, conscious of the current limitations.

For a T-algebraM, we summarize the way the interpretation works in below,
letting Vα < Vβ be Grothendieck universes:

([op : Ψ −→ K] ruleT)M ∈ ∏
ψM
0 ∈ΨM KM(ψM

0 )(
Ψ premisesT

)M ∈ Vβ

(Ψ ⊢T K kind)M ∈ ΨM → Vβ

(Ψ ⊢T M : K)M ∈ ∏
ψM
0 ∈ΨM KM(ψM

0 )

(Ψ ⊢T φ : Φ)M ∈ ΨM → ΦM(
· premisesT

)M
= {∗}(

Ψ, x : A premisesT
)M

=
∑
ψM
0 ∈ΨM AMψM

0

(Ψ ⊢T · : ·)M = λψM
0 . ∗

(Ψ ⊢T (φ,N )/x : Φ, x : A)M = λψM
0 . (φ

MψM
0 ,N

MψM
0 )

(Ψ ⊢T sort kind)M = λψM
0 . Vα

(Ψ ⊢T A kind)M = (Ψ ⊢T A : sort)M

(Ψ ⊢T op(φ) : K)M = λψM
0 . op

M(φM(ψM
0 ))

(Ψ, x : A ⊢T x : A)M = λψM
0 .π2ψ

M
0

(Ψ, y : B ⊢T x : A)M = λψM
0 .x

M(π1(ψ
M
0 ))

The entire interpretation is mutual, but the only data which must be supplied
is the ground interpretations of the operators [op : Ψ −→ K].

Type theory as a generalized algebraic theory

The syntax of the current version of Martin-Löf ’s type theory19 is generated in 19 For instance, the version presented
in Dybjer (“Internal type theory”) and
Granström (Treatise on Intuitionistic Type
Theory).
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a way that resembles a strict version of the semantic categories-with-families
(cwf) construction. The generalized algebraic theory of type theory therefore
begins with a category of contexts and substitutions; we therefore start with the
theory of strict categories that we gave above, renaming ob to ctx. We will require
a terminal context:20 20 We note that these rules are only a textual

alternative to the informal statement
“The category ctx has a terminal object”,
which (like most categorical statements)
is generalized algebraic, and therefore
corresponds to an extension of the current
theory by some rules.

· : ctx
emp Γ : ctx

!Γ : Γ → ·
emp/subst Γ : ctx η : Γ → ·

η =Γ : Γ → ·
=

Ordinarily, we would then proceed to define the context-dependent sort of
types, and the type-dependent sort of elements; in order to support a universe, we
will do something slightly more general.21 We begin by adding to our signature 21 Our notion of universe lies somewhere

between “à la Russell” and “à la Tarski”: we
avoid duplication between codes and types,
but nonetheless express a lifting from small
types to large types.

the data of a partially ordered set of sizes:22

22 A common trick in generalized algebraic
theories is to define a predicate using a
sort of proofs of the predicate, together
with an equational axiom to make them
coherent. This also justifies the use of the
notation⋆ for each generator, because (up
to definitional equality) there is always at
most one term of the sort.

size : sort
size

i, j : size

i ≤ j : sort
ord

i, j : size p,q : i ≤ j

p = q : i ≤ j

=

i : size

⋆ : i ≤ i

size/refl i, j,k : size p : i ≤ j q : j ≤ k

⋆ : i ≤ k

size/trans

In our running example, we will consider only two sizes; but the method
which we are presenting scales up to an arbitrarily complex hierarchy of universes,
including countable and even larger transfinite hierarchies.23 23 In other words, we extend our theory with

the data of the “interval category”.

0 : size
small

1 : size
large i : size

⋆ : i ≤ 1

enlarge

i : size p : 1 ≤ i

i = 1 : size
=

Next, we will specify the sort of types of a particular size; we require both
a substitution action and a size-lifting action, which we will define simultane-
ously:24 24 In mathematical terms, this corresponds

to extending our theory with the data of a
presheaf Ty : Psh(ctx × sizeop).Γ : ctx i : size

Tyi (Γ) : sort
ty

∆,Γ : ctx i, j : size A : Tyi (Γ) γ : ∆ → Γ p : i ≤ j

A[γ ] |j : Tyj(∆)

ty/act

Notation. We will writeA[γ ] forA[γ ] |i when i can easily be inferred from context;
likewise, we writeA |i forA[idΓ] |i .

The functoriality of Ty is completed by the following rules:

Γ : ctx i : size A : Tyi (Γ)

A[idΓ] |i = A : Tyi (Γ)
=
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Ξ,∆,Γ : ctx
γ : ∆ → Γ δ : Ξ → ∆ i, j,k : size p : i ≤ j q : j ≤ k A : Tyi (Γ)

A[γ ◦ δ ] |k = A[γ ] |j [δ ] |k : Tyj(Ξ)
=

Next, we define the sort of elements, dependent on the sort of large types!25 25 In mathematical terms, this is to fix a
dependent presheaf El : Psh(ctx)/Ty1, i.e. a
natural transformation El Ty1

π .Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ)

El(Γ ⊢ A) : sort
el

∆,Γ : ctx γ : ∆ → Γ A : Ty1(Γ) M : El(Γ ⊢ A)
M[γ ] : A[γ ]

el/act

Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ) M : El(Γ ⊢ A)
M[idΓ] = M : A

=

Ξ,∆,Γ : ctx γ : ∆ → Γ δ : Ξ → ∆ A : Ty1(Γ) M : El(Γ ⊢ A)
M[γ ◦ δ ] = M[γ ][δ ] : A[γ ◦ δ ]

=

Context comprehension

We next a context comprehension for each large type:26 26 All these rules correspond to the data of
a representability structure for the natural
transformation El Ty1

π in the sense
of Fiore (Discrete generalised polynomial
functors) and Awodey (“A cubical model
of homotopy type theory”). It provides
a choice of representable pullback of π
along any natural transformation out of a
representable object:

y(Γ.A)

yΓ

El

Ty1

y(pA)

⌊A⌋

π

⌊qA⌋

y∆ ⌊N ⌋

yγ

y⟨γ , N ⟩

Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ)

Γ.A : ctx
ext

Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ)

pA : Γ.A → Γ

drop

Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ)

qA : El(Γ.A ⊢ A[pA])
var

∆,Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ) γ : ∆ → Γ N : El(∆ ⊢ A[γ ])
⟨γ ,N ⟩ : ∆ → Γ.A

snoc

∆,Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ) η : ∆ → Γ.A

η = ⟨pA ◦ η, qA[η]⟩ : ∆ → Γ.A

=

∆,Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ) γ : ∆ → Γ N : El(∆ ⊢ A[γ ])
pA ◦ ⟨γ ,N ⟩ = γ : ∆ → Γ

=

∆,Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ) γ : ∆ → Γ N : El(∆ ⊢ A[γ ])
qA[⟨γ ,N ⟩] = N : El(∆ ⊢ A[γ ])

=

Universe of small types

A universe of small types can be added easily using a sort equation:
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Γ : ctx

U : Ty1(Γ)
univ

∆,Γ : ctx γ : ∆ → Γ

U[γ ] |1 = U : Tyi (Γ)
=

Γ : ctx

El(Γ ⊢ U) = Ty0(Γ) : sort
=

Our final sort equation, which equates the elements of the universe with the
small types, gives the flavor a universes à la Rusell. The notion of an “element”
is defined only for large types, however, so in order to consider the elements of a
small typeA ∈ El(Γ ⊢ U), one must lift itA |1; in this way, the level shift plays a
similar role to the decoding operation in traditional presentations of universes à la
Tarski. The main difference is that we do not need to provide syntax and rules for
both codes and their meanings; instead, we do both simultaneously.

Dependent product types

Γ : ctx i : size A : Tyi (Γ) B : Tyi (Γ.A |1)

Π(A,B) : Tyi (Γ)
pi

∆,Γ : ctx i, j : size γ : ∆ → Γ p : i ≤ j A : Tyi (Γ) B : Tyi (Γ.A |1)

Π(A,B)[γ ] |j = Π(A[γ ] |j ,B[⟨γ ◦ pA[γ ]|j , qA[γ ]|j ⟩] |j) : Tyj(Γ)
=

Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ) B : Ty1(Γ.A) M : El(Γ.A ⊢ B)
λ(M) : El(Γ ⊢ Π(A,B))

lam

∆,Γ : ctx γ : ∆ → Γ A : Ty1(Γ) B : Ty1(Γ.A) M : El(Γ.A ⊢ B)
λ(M)[γ ] = λ(M[⟨γ ◦ pA[γ ] , qA[γ ]⟩]) : El(∆ ⊢ Π(A,B)[γ ])

=

Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ) B : Ty1(Γ.A) M : El(Γ ⊢ Π(A,B)) N : El(Γ ⊢ A)
app(M,N ) : El(Γ ⊢ Π(A,B))

app

∆,Γ : ctx γ : ∆ → Γ

A : Ty1(Γ) B : Ty1(Γ.A) M : El(Γ ⊢ Π(A,B)) N : El(Γ ⊢ A)
app(M,N )[γ ] = app(M[γ ],N [γ ]) : El(∆ ⊢ Π(A,B)[γ ])

=

Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ) B : Ty1(Γ.A) M : El(Γ.A ⊢ B) N : El(Γ ⊢ A)
app(λ(M),N ) = M[⟨idΓ,N ⟩] : B[⟨idΓ,N ⟩]

=

Γ : ctx A : Ty1(Γ) B : Ty1(Γ.A) M : El(Γ ⊢ Π(A,B))

M = λ(M[pA]) : El(Γ ⊢ Π(A,B))

=
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A base type

We add a base type with two constants; our reason for doing this is to have some
constants with which to state our canonicity theorem.

Γ : ctx i : size

base : Tyi (Γ)
base

∆,Γ : ctx γ : ∆ → Γ i, j : size p : i ≤ j

base[γ ] |j = base : Tyj(∆)

=

Γ : ctx

c0 : El(Γ ⊢ base)
c0

Γ : ctx

c1 : El(Γ ⊢ base)
c1

∆,Γ : ctx γ : ∆ → Γ

c0[γ ] = c0 : El(∆ ⊢ base)
=

∆,Γ : ctx γ : ∆ → Γ

c1[γ ] = c1 : El(∆ ⊢ base)
=

We do not impose any elimination rule or equational rules.



The gluing construction

How do you express a closure property for the syntax of type theory? Most clo-
sure properties of interest (like canonicity, normalization, etc.) are too complex
to prove directly on the syntax of type theory, but they can be proved by “thread-
ing the syntax of type theory through its semantics”, which is precisely what older
proof theoretic techniques (like logical predicates, or the method of computabil-
ity) do.

Categorical gluing is a more general and more abstract version of logical pred-
icates which is very harmonious with the algebraic perspective that we have
developed here. Whereas the fundamental theorem of logical relations is some-
thing quite involved to prove, the equivalent of this theorem in the context of
categorical gluing is usually automatic, and the only thing that matters is the
definitions.27 27 This might appear to violate the Law of

Conservation of Effort, but it doesn’t: all the
effort has been factored into the very general
algebraic framework and the categories of
models which it generates.

Dependent algebras for a theory

Previously, we summarized the data of an ordinary algebra for a theory. Relative
to such an ordinary algebraMG#, we now specify some of the data of a depen-
dent algebraMH# overMG#, simultaneously defining the total algebraM .28 We 28 The notion of a dependent algebra is

due to Kaposi, Kovács, andThorsten Al-
tenkirch (“Constructing Quotient Inductive-
inductive Types”), who use the name
displayed algebra. Dependent algebras are
well-suited for type theorists, who generally
prefer to work fiber-wise.

assume (Ψ ⊢T sort kind)G#ψ G# = Vα . Only some of the details are given below.

([op : Ψ −→ K] ruleT)H# ∈ ∏
ψ  ∈Ψ KH#ψ  (opG#ψ G#)(

Ψ premisesT
)H# ∈ ΨG# → Vβ

(Ψ ⊢T K kind)H# ∈ ∏
ψ  ∈Ψ 

(
KG#ψ G# → Vβ

)
(Ψ ⊢T M : K)H# ∈ ∏

ψ  ∈Ψ KH#ψ  (M G#ψ G#)
(Ψ ⊢T φ : Φ)H# ∈ ∏

ψ  ∈Ψ ΦH#(φG#ψ G#)
(Ψ ⊢T sort kind)H#ψ  AG# = AG# → Vα

(Ψ ⊢T A kind)H#ψ  = (Ψ ⊢T A : sort)H#ψ  

(Ψ ⊢T op(φ) : K)H#ψ  = opH#(φ (ψ  ))(
Ψ premisesT

) 
=

∑
ψG#∈ΨG# ΨH#ψ G#

(Ψ ⊢T K kind) ψ  =
∑

M G#∈KG#ψG# KH#ψ  M G#

(Ψ ⊢T M : K) ψ  = (M G#ψ G#,M H#ψ  )

(Ψ ⊢T φ : Φ) ψ  = (φG#ψ G#,φH#ψ  )
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Canonicity for type theory

Proposition 1 (Canonicity). IfM : El(· ⊢ base), then eitherM = c0 orM = c1.

Let T be the theory that we constructed in the previous chapter; its category
of algebras and homomorphisms is written Alg[T]. We will construct the gluing
algebraM generically in another algebraMG# : Alg[T]; concretely, we will
always instantiateMG# as the initial algebra, but we never depend on that during
the construction.29 29 We choose this half-filled circle notation

because we will be “gluing” MG# together
with a dependent algebra MH# lying over MG#,
writing the resulting total algebra M .

Notation. For each piece of syntax M , we will write M G# for its interpretation in
MG# and M  for its interpretation in the gluing algebraM .

We are now ready to construct the gluing model of type theory to prove
canonicity. BecauseMG# is a T-algebra, the interpretation ctxG# has the struc-
ture of a strict category with a terminal object. In fact, we will freely use the
categorical notation that we defined in the margins to refer to objects fromMG#.
When ΓG# ∈ ctxG#, we will write |Γ| = HomctxG#(1,Γ) for the global sections of
ΓG#. We assume Grothendieck universes V0 < V1 < Vα . We will by giving the
interpretations of the sorts in the dependent algebraMH#:

ctxH#(∗) = λΓG#. |ΓG# | → Vα

homH#(∆ ,Γ ) = λγ G#. ∏δ 0 ∈ |∆ | ΓH#
(
γ G# ◦ δG#0

)
sizeH#(∗) = λiG#. {j ∈ {0, 1} | i = jG#}

ordH#(i , j ) = {∗ | iH# ≤ jH#}
tyH#(i ,Γ ) = λAG#. ∏γ  0 ∈ |Γ | El(· ⊢ AG#[γ G#0 ])G# → ViH#

elH#(Γ ,A ) = λMG#. ∏γ  0 ∈ |Γ | TyA (1 )H#γ  0
(
MG#[γ G#0 ]

)
where |Γ | = ∑

γG#∈ |ΓG# | ΓH#γ G#

Next, we need to give the interpretations of all the operations. We will write
the left-hand sides of our definitions in the fully-annotated abstract notation,
feeling free to use the convenient notation we have imposed on the right. We
begin by interpreting sizes and their order:

smallH#(∗) = 0 (size)

largeH#(∗) = 1 (size)

enlargeH#(i ) = ∗ (− ≤ −)

Next, we interpret the main judgmental structure of dependent type theory:
contexts, substitutions, context extension, types and elements.

idH#(Γ )γ  0 = γ H#0 (− → −)

cmpH#(Ξ ,∆ ,Γ ,γ  ,δ )ξ  0 = γ H#(δG# ◦ ξ G#0 ,δ
H#ξ  0 ) (− → −)

empH#(∗)ηG#0 = {∗} (ctx)
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emp/substH#(Γ )ηG#0 = ∗
extH#(Γ ,A )ηG#0 =

∑
γH#∈ΓH#(pG#

AG#◦ηG#0 )A
H# (pG#AG# ◦ ηG#0,γ H#

)
qG#AG# (ctx)

dropH#(Γ ,A )η 0 = π1(η
H#
0) (− → −)

snocH#(∆ ,Γ ,A ,γ  ,N  )δ 0 = (γ H#δ 0 ,N
H#δ 0) (− → −)

varH#(Γ ,A )η 0 = π2(η
H#
0) (El(− ⊢ −))

ty/actH#(∆ ,Γ , i , j ,A ,γ  ,p )δ 0M
G# = AH#(γ  ◦ δ 0)MG# (Ty−(−))

el/actH#(∆ ,Γ ,γ  ,A ,M )δ 0 = MH#(γ  ◦ δ 0) (El(− ⊢ −))

Dependent product types are particularly natural to interpret.

piH#(Γ , i ,A ,B )γ  0M
G# =

∏
N  ∈El(·⊢A [γ  ]) BH#⟨γ  ,N  ⟩(MG#N G#) (Ty−(−))

lamH#(Γ ,A ,B ,M )γ  0N
 = MH#⟨γ  0 ,N  ⟩ (El(− ⊢ −))

appH#(Γ ,A ,B ,M ,N  )γ  0 = MH#γ  N  (El(− ⊢ −))

Finally, we interpret the universe and the base type. The family assigned to the
universe “ties the knot” of the gluing construction, equipping type (codes) with
their own predicates. The family assigned to the base type is the most important
part of the entire development! Because the base type is not given by a universal
property, we could have chosen any number of predicates; ours builds in a choice
of whether an element is equal to the first constant or to the second.

univH#(Γ )γ  0A
G# = AG# → V0

baseH#(Γ , i )γ  0M
G# = (MG# = c0G#) + (MG# = c1G#)

c0H#(Γ )γ  0 = inl(reflc0G#)
c1H#(Γ )γ  0 = inr(reflc1G#)

It is a simple exercise to check that the equational axioms are modeled by the
interpretation above.

Lemma 2. The projectionM MG#p is a homomorphism of T-algebras.

Proof. Immediate. □

Theorem 3 (Canonicity). IfM : El(· ⊢ base), then eitherM = c0 orM = c1.

Proof. In the above, letMG# be the initial T-algebra. Then, we are trying to show
that ifMG# ∈ El(· ⊢ baseG#)G#, then eitherMG# = c0G# orMG# = c1G#. Because
MG# is the initial algebra, we have some glued element N  ∈ El(· ⊢ base ) ,
which is to say, an element N G# ∈ El(· ⊢ baseG#)G# together with N H#(∗) ∈ (N G# =

c0G#) + (N G# = c1G#). Therefore, it suffices to show that N G# = MG#; but this follows
from the universal property of the initial T-alebra, becauseMG# = p(N  ).

□
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